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Abstract 
This paper describes the technical characteristics of Loop redundant of industrial ethernet, further details the scheme 
execution planning of Loop redundant of industrial ethernet and the overall schedule relation between ring network 
implementation and airport construction period. 
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1. Introduction 
Usually, the terminal of modern large hub airport adopts airport terminal layout combined single line 
with corridors. During the running period of small passenger flow, passengers check in directly from 
passenger boarding bridge outside terminal building. During the passengers peak time coming in and 
going out, by using ferry vehicle to sending passengers to apron boarding around terminal, it not only 
realizes a flexible, elastic and freely boarding way, but also satisfy the high traffic and meet the operation 
needs of high density flight take-offs and landings in large airport. In addition, it is avoided the problem 
of single line terminal layout shortage. This kind of huge and more usable passenger terminal usually 
covers a large area and the gate position is owned a large area. As the airport station facilities of 
information system terminal equipments and electromechanical equipments located every reservation 
generally use SCADA technology and information system to collect working condition, monitor and 
remote operation these facilities. Such as passenger boarding bridge located in landing field and landing 
guidance system equipment. Loop redundant of industrial ethernet is a reasonable scheme to access these 
facilities to SCADA system network in a optimal way by the most reasonable technology and the 
minimum resources cost.  
The key points are the technical characteristics when Loop redundant of industrial ethernet are used in 
airport access equipments connected with Ethernet, and how to design and carry out Loop redundant of 
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industrial ethernet using in large airport.  
2. The technical characteristics of Loop redundant of industrial ethernet model  
2.1 Less reliance on access equipments gathering switch 
To avoid the fault of single gathering switch, otherwise, it will result in its some part of bottom 
terminal exchanges without connecting the core server.  
2.2 Mature Loop redundant network technology 
The hiper-ring industrial Ethernet technology is developed based on Ethernet, which also equipped 
with the Ethernet’s fast speed and low cost advantages. Meanwhile, it provides a redundant link for 
network data transmission and greatly improves the network reliability, which is a perfect choice for 
industry control information transmission [1]. It is used in many large coal mine and transportation. 
Moreover, each industrial Ethernet companies have their own mature products, solutions and ring 
network control protocol instead of traditional spanning tree protocol (802.1 d). Basically, each switch 
manufacturers use their self-research and development ring network protocol and mature solution based 
on this protocol. For example, Hertzman Company, one of foreign manufacturers, adopts its self-research 
and development hiper-ring protocol to build Loop redundant of industrial ethernet; LuoJieKang 
Company also realizes Loop redundant of industrial ethernet based on LACP\ trunking protocol link 
polymerization function. In domestic manufacturers, Kyland Technology Co., Ltd builds Loop redundant 
of industrial ethernet relied on DT-Ring protocol and Korenix Company solve the Ethernet net by using 
MSRing hiper-ring network protocol. It also solve network congestion (broadcast storm) which is caused 
by increasing transmission load when broadcast produced data packet.  
1.3 Hiper-ring network is equipped with single point open circuit to be automatic healing 
If there are some faults on a switch ring, network controller can detect fault breakpoints. From its 
application layer view, the bottom fault single node equipments off line, others will be still on line, which 
reflects its hiper-ring network open circuit to be automatic healing, even if two switches appears off-line 
at the same time, it only be off-line of two switches and the bottom equipment between two switches, 
others are still on line.  
3.  Technology implementation of loop industrial network  
3.1 Design Stage 
3.1.1 Network model design 
Doing well the whole network architecture includes requirements analysis work of application 
function, making a reference of network flow requirements, access control needs between network 
equipments and designing network physical connection routing by connecting graphic design of terminal. 
The network model should meet the ISO/OSI network model reference requirements and comply with 
specification for large data and long distance transmission. To facilitate management and unified 
deployment, we can design the server between networks as a network model, and every access on ring 
network equipments are designed as a network model. According to the actual requirements of business 
needs between these two networks, we use OSI two or three networks coupling. The client server is 
designed as C\S structure, compared with traditional single structure or the host \ terminal structure, C\S 
structure has characteristics just like achieve resource sharing and faster information processing etc. [2] as 
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to the design of physical link, if its distance is very near and there are lower bandwidth requirements to 
data transmission amount, we can consider armoured six types of lines to form a ring network. Otherwise, 
if there is large data transmission amount and long distance, and real time requirement of data 
transmission is high, we can consider using optical fiber as a transmission medium. The installation 
position accessing to switches of e equipments complies with principle of proximity and is designed 
outside the building. By connecting outside access switch to constitute ring network and a switch on the 
ring are regarded as sink-node on gathering switch to connect core switch in communication building (in 
principle, it is installed the nearest physical location room of specific core switch). This switch usually 
undertakes ring network management, breakpoint detecting function. Therefore, we should choose 
gathering switch type equipment.  
3.1.2 Switch equipment model selection 
As to switch, aiming at communication between field equipments, they have characteristics and 
requirements just like good real-time, fast transmission speed etc, we should choose mature technology 
and high availability equipment, meanwhile, it should have characteristics just like interoperability, 
reliability, anti-jamming and essential safety etc. 
Especially, the switch on ring should be installed in open station site or bridge equipment outside site. 
Compared with indoor plant room or communication room, environment is very poor and is easy to be 
affected by high temperature, moisture, dust and vibration, under this case, we can choose stable 
performance outside industrial Ethernet ring switch and it should provide manufacturer who has similar 
successful experience.  
3.2  Wiring stage 
After confirming ring network design scheme, we can divide network lay into 3 stages. If it is 
equipped three stages, it can be carried out at the same time.  
Implementation steps of network wiring stage are showing as following diagram 1 and the nodes are 
implementation steps in the diagram. 
Firstly, establishing ring network is to do main line cable laying. In view that it is installed outside the 
building; therefore, it is regarded as an important stage in whole network installation and distribution box 
station site. In addition, the distribution box and wiring condition between station site and nodes are 
affected very small by floor civil and deluxe binding, which can be arranged first than indoor wiring. 
Wiring can be arranged based on nodes and optical fiber or six lines sections. If there aren’t enough 
termination conditions, we can set aside enough spare and leave wire into tube well to strengthen 
protection, and when there are enough conditions and wiring the left parts.  
In the second stage, after completing ring network main wiring implement, we shall carry out the 
wiring work from switch to equipment communication module access point, which usually are connected 
between switch and actual equipments, as routing or equipment itself structures are very complex (eg.: 
network communication module of flexible passenger boarding bridge are often installed on the bridge, 
and wiring routing are often going though the whole bridge), therefore, when we do wiring work, we 
should make clear the specific routing through making research, and do well implementation plan, risk 
assessment and site emergency plan. Make sure the wiring quality and protect equipment facilities as 
well.  
In the second stage, when the indoor access has enough installation conditions, gathering nodes and 
routing wiring conditions are also equipped, and then we do wiring work from indoor ring network to 
indoor network wiring. If it needs to pass though a few small rooms from gathering nodes to core switch, 
after completing line wiring implementation, we do jumper connection on the distribution frame. But this 
wiring work can be considered to unified planning in integrated wiring project, and the project staffs of 
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ring network installation model should pay attention to line connection and jumper wire.  
 
 
 
3.3 Implementation and testing stages  
According to three levels, including equipment layer (access devices), network access layer (access, 
gathering, core switches and link), the application layer (server, customer operations end), we should do 
separately network connectivity testing, equipment connectivity testing, single system integration testing 
and main system integration testing to do acceptance. In which, network connectivity testing can be done 
after completing main line wiring and access equipment wiring stages. Computer monitoring system can 
connect access switches with production operation network, monitor and remote control equipments 
connected on ring switch. Overall structures of system and network are as the following figure 2 showing: 
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4.     The Loop redundant of industrial ethernet characteristics during airport construction 
period  
During the airport terminals construction period, due to itself characteristics insetting up ring network 
wiring, it reduces the dependence on indoor civil engineering project. As traditional network model 
should be confirmed when every access switches gather to center nods, but the installation position of 
gathering nodes located indoor have no enough conditions, for example,  as small equipment 
communication room is restricted with civil construction progress. But the routing from access switch to 
indoor communication room has not enough wring conditions; pipe or line Trough Bridge is not installed 
in a right way, under this case, at first we should do well mechanical and electrical installation of total 
civil package, and then continue to do other work, which will weak our initiative to control project 
schedule, even affect the final network connectivity testing, and integration testing. 
However, if we use industrial ring network, we only need to confirm the installation position and 
conditions of switch on station site, and then do main ring network wiring. When all these conditions are 
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enough to do line laying and connection from gathering nodes to indoor nodes, or do these two parts work 
at the same time. 
Conclusion  
With the sustainable development of economy, it has made significant improvements in whole civil 
aviation. As the hub airport scale expands gradually, industrial hiper-ring Ethernet shall provide more 
reliable and stable supports to station site equipments access of hub airport, it will be used more and more 
widely. 
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